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Comparing
Group vs. Individual
Health Insurance

In 2014, one of our Co-Founders, Scott, was sick and tired of paying $1,400 per
month for his family’s Blue Cross Blue Shield plan. He figured there had to be a better way
for the average American to access more affordable quality health coverage. This research
brought him to the individual market, where he found family options as low as $400/mo. At
this point, he realized that if this option could serve his family, why couldn’t it serve
thousands of families across the country?
Health insurance has changed. It’s unknown and scary, and quite frankly is oftentimes
painful. Organizations have limited options at price points that are often prohibitive to both
the employer and the employee. Couple that alongside high annual rate increases — and
health insurance cost is becoming unsustainable.
For these reasons, we launched a company entirely focused on helping small
employers change from expensive, traditional group health insurance plans to affordable,
personalized, Managed Individual plans.
So who is Remodel Health? Founded in 2015, Remodel Health mission has been to
help organizations fund their mission while caring for their staff. We are a company that uses
technology to take advantage of opportunities to deliver quality benefits at quality prices.

— Austin Lehman, COO
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More About Remodel Health

WHO WE ARE
Remodel Health tailors health beneﬁts to your organization's needs.
Since 2015, Remodel Health has been tailoring health beneﬁts to the needs of our customers. Our team of
consultants, coaches and care representatives work together to provide a unique beneﬁts experience unlike
anything you’ve had before.
We work with organizations across the U.S. to provide a better beneﬁts experience and uncover bigger
savings for both employees and the organization as a whole. As we’ve watched the costs of traditional
health beneﬁts increase 368%1 and beyond, we’ve grown increasingly passionate about leveraging every
opportunity to tailor solutions that reﬂect the needs and goals of each organization uniquely.
In just 5 years, we’ve seen over $60M regained and repurposed back into the mission of the organization we
serve: all of this without compromising quality or care. Built on more than 30 years of experience in health
insurance, tax law, and technology development, our founders have led us in continued pursuit of innovative
approaches to push the envelope and constantly strive towards better.
With deductibles increasing over 212%2 and 2 out of 3 bankruptcies in America relating to medical bills3,
organizations need help now more than ever. Maybe you feel that way about your institution. In the shadow
of these trying times, we are both humbled and grateful to have made incredible improvements for
thousands of individuals in helping them to understand and use their health beneﬁts better than ever.
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INTRODUCTION
the problem with health beneﬁts
The Harvard Business Review (HBR) recently released data revealing a
monumental shift in how businesses are doing employee health
beneﬁts. In an industry where the traditional, one-size-ﬁts-all group
plans have been the norm for 30+ years, employers are ﬁnally starting to
move away from this antiquated model and toward something new —
something better.4
Managed Individual is likely a new health insurance term for you. Under this model of health beneﬁts,
instead of offering your employees a standard plan through big name carriers (i.e. Blue Cross Blue
Shield), you instead give your employees a higher wage that they then can use to purchase their own
health insurance. It may seem like an odd concept, but it’s the model that the HBR and many others are
recommending employers to adopt.5

Not only does Managed Individual save organizations money, but it also beneﬁts employees more, too.
The HBR states that, “our simulation quantiﬁes the resulting economic beneﬁts. It found that workers...
could beneﬁt substantially from trading in some health insurance for taxable take-home pay.”5

From 2013 to 2019, health insurance premiums on traditional group plans grew by 22% for family plans
and deductible more than tripled — leading 28% of employees to opt out of their employer-sponsored
insurance altogether.6 Plus, employer costs have skyrocketed as well with no end in sight. These reasons
combined are likely why 98% of employers are looking for a new option for employee health beneﬁts. 4

It seems it’s time for a change. But is Managed Individual really the choice over traditional group?
Don’t just take our word for it. Let’s see what the numbers have to say!
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HYPOTHESIS
our hypothesis and research
Based on the Harvard Business Review’s hypothesis that Managed Individual is better than traditional
group insurance, we wanted to see if their claims measured up in the data.

Our study is based on research from nearly a dozen esteemed resources, compiling data from all over
the U.S. These resources include the U.S. Department of Labor, Kaiser Family Foundation, SHRM,
Harvard Business Review, the IRS and more. We then compared their ﬁndings on traditional group
insurance and employer-sponsored beneﬁts and compared it to our own data measuring the Managed
Individual space. This includes thousands of proprietary data points gathered from real employers and
employees in the U.S. over the past six years.
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RESEARCH DETAILS
what we found
Our research provides a detailed look at trends in employer-sponsored health coverage — including
premiums, employee contributions, cost-sharing, ancillary programs, offer rates, industry trends and
more. The survey includes thousands data points gathered from real employers and employees in the
U.S., looking particularly at data gathered around traditional group plans and Managed Individual health
plans in the last three years.

The results of our research leaves no question as to why the Harvard Business Review so highly
recommends ditching traditional group plans and opting for Managed Individual plans.4 But ﬁst, here’s
why this comparison is so important for employers to consider:

29.6%
45%
$15,500

National average of total compensation spent on employee health beneﬁts.7
Of employers view healthcare strategy as integral to their workforce strategy.8
Projected per employee cost for organizations on traditional group plans by the end of 2021.9

It’s no question that health beneﬁts are essential to the health and wellbeing of both an organization
and its people. Which is why it’s so important for employers to ask, “which health beneﬁts plan is best?”

Read on to ﬁnd a breakdown of what we found in our research examining traditional group insurance
and Managed Individual plans — and why we think the data unquestionably suggests employers should
make the switch the Managed Individual for the wellbeing of their organization and their employees.

Survey
Details

129,563

data points

from real employers and employees

3 years of data
comparing group vs. individual

Survey Results

GROUP VS. INDIVIDUAL
monthly premium amounts
Premium amounts on traditional group plans have increased steadily over the past 3 decades. In recent
years, though, costs seem to have gotten out of hand. From 2013 to 2019, health insurance premiums on
traditional group plans grew by 22% for family plans.1
But how do individual plans compare to group plans, particularly as it relates to the baseline cost of plans?
Our research shows that amid 8-12% rate increases annually on premiums on traditional plans, individual
rates have actually gone down.10

Traditional Group

34.8%

Plan cost is 34.8% more on
premium per month with a
traditional group plan.1

Managed Individual

$228

Plan costs are $228 less
per year with a Managed
Individual plan.10

National Average Monthly Premium per Employee
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GROUP VS. INDIVIDUAL
employee contributions
Premium amounts aren’t the only thing wildly out of proportion on traditional group plans versus their
Managed Individual counterpart. When it comes to annual employee contribution toward their health
insurance plan, traditional group costs were nearly twice as much as individual costs for employees in 2021.
Employees are paying nearly $2,000 more of their own pay toward health beneﬁts on a traditional group plan.
It’s no wonder employees are willing to leave their jobs for better beneﬁts.

Traditional Group

$3,416

Average annual employee
contribution toward their
traditional group plan in 2021.1

Managed Individual

$1,586

Average annual employee
contribution toward their
individual plan in 2021.11

Average Employee Contribution on Group vs. Individual
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HOW ARE THESE SAVINGS POSSIBLE?
advanced premium tax credits
Our ﬁndings suggest that employers and employees could save an
average of 51% on health beneﬁts by ditching their traditional group plan
and opting for individual insurance instead because of tax credit discounts.
You may be wondering how these savings are possible for Managed Individual compared to group, as seen
in the graph below. Our research points to one major differentiating factor: tax credit discounts.
The Advanced Premium Tax Credit, also referred to as a health insurance subsidy, is a tax credit that
became a permanent law in 2013 which lowers the monthly cost of individual health insurance. 12
Health insurance subsidies are only available to individuals who are not offered a traditional group
healthcare plan by their employer.13
The table below shows the average monthly tax credits that employees gain access to via the Individual
Marketplace. Meaning via Advanced Premium Tax Credits, the average employee’s premium was
discounted by 55% each month in 2021 — amounting to substantial savings year over year.11

Average Health Beneﬁts Cost per Employee
Average Percentage Saved

2021

43%
55%

Average

51%

2020
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HOW ARE THESE SAVINGS POSSIBLE?
alternative options that beat traditional
If these staggering statistics are causing you to question your traditional group plan, you’re not alone. In fact,
the Harvard Business Review has released their research suggesting that upwards of 98% of employers are
planning to change their health beneﬁts in some way or another in the coming year(s).4 Traditional group
plans are expensive and unsustainable — and employers are starting to catch on.
You might be wondering, though, where do employees go if they’re not given a group plan?

Research shows that...

61%

11.8%

12%

Shop for their insurance on
the Individual Marketplace

Opt for a Sharing Program,
which is similar to insurance

Qualify and enroll in a
government program

Insurance Options Chosen by Members on Individual Plans11
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A LOOK AT INDIVIDUAL PLANS
individual plan carriers
The savings unlocked for employers and employees on these various individual plan options are hard to
overlook, but you may be wondering if the plans as good as traditional group plans. Perhaps the individual
plans are only half as good, accounting for why they only cost half as much. But studies indicate otherwise.

Our research found that the plans most often bought and utilized on the
Individual Marketplace were the same high-quality coverage that many
traditional insurance plans offer.

31.4%

Chose an Ambetter
individual product

16.1%

Chose an CareSource
individual product

26.9%
5.4%

Chose a Blue Cross Blue
Shield individual product
Chose a Anthem
individual product

Individual Plan Carriers Chosen by Members on the Individual Marketplace11
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A LOOK AT INDIVIDUAL PLANS
what do individuals choose?
Employers often choose plans based on what they think people want, and most would assume that means a
top-tier, gold level plan. But our research suggests that when employees are put in the driver’s seat, they are
actually more likely to opt for lower level networks and plans.
The data below shows that people don’t want to overspend on an underused product — which is why
employees who get to choose actually opt for the HMO and Bronze plans more than anything else. 11
This raises some important questions for employers to ask: why do you need a national EPO doctor network
if your people only ever opt for local? Why do you need to overspend on a gold plan when you have very low
average costs on a bronze?

People are most likely to choose networks that include their local doctors instead
of overpriced national networks. People are also most likely to choose a bronze
plan so they are not overspending on an underused plan.

Network Type Chosen by Individuals
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MANAGED INDIVIDUAL IS BETTER THAN GROUP
ancillary usage
Considering employers are already spending 29.6% of total comp on health beneﬁts, it can often feel like
there’s nothing else you can offer to make a more competitive health beneﬁt for employees. And yet, the
latest research shows that group ancillary quotes are up 75%, and voluntary participation is up 67%
year-over-year.14
Furthermore, 46% of all employers offer vision, and 60% offer dental.15 But do employees care about
these ancillaries?
Providing additional ancillaries to your team goes back to the concept that employee satisfaction. Our
research shows that when it comes to health beneﬁts, it’s not just about spending more… it’s about
spending better. This is why ancillaries are such a valuable asset for employers when it comes to
providing a competitive beneﬁts package.
You may be wondering, then, when employees are given the chance to choose their ancillaries, what do
they select? The answer to this question should drive employer spending on total health beneﬁts.

Ancillary Products Employees Want with Individual Plans11
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MANAGED INDIVIDUAL IS BETTER THAN GROUP
ancillary cost
Research suggests that ancillary plans are the most affordable way to enhance the total health beneﬁts
package — ensuring you’re investing your dollars into the best products to get the best bang for your buck.
Below is the average cost of popular ancillary products per month for employers.11 Comparing this data
to the results on the previous page, it doesn’t take an employer long to see 1) what employees care about
and 2) how much it would cost to meet those wants. This is a total game changer for employers looking
to improve the beneﬁts they offer employees without breaking the bank or guessing blindly!

Accident plans have grown by 51% in popularity.16 Our data show it would only
cost you just an additional $24 per month per employee to provide this beneﬁt!
This is a very small price to pay to make your employees feel more protected,
more cared for and more satisﬁed with your total beneﬁts package.

Average Ancillary Product Cost per Month
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HOW WE CAN HELP
Blind decisions make you lose money.
So why pick health beneﬁts for your organization blindly? With a

Get More Options

Health Beneﬁts Analysis of your own, you can get a 360° view of
every option available, along with feedback from your team on what
they actually want.

Spend where it matters most.

Remodel Health’s exclusive Health Beneﬁts Analysis for Employers
gives you complete control on costs and empowers you with truly
competitive beneﬁts, all tailored to your organization’s needs.

Gain Employee Feedback

Connect with Remodel Health today
to see where you sit in the mix!

remodelhealth.com/analysis
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